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AVALANCHE SAFETY AND SEARCH – JANUARY 16, 2016 
--BRANDON SWANSON 

 

Following the Tuesday evening classroom training on winter exposure and avalanche taught by Brad 

Acker, we did field training on Saturday.  Temperature in the low 20’s and snow dumping on us all day 

provided a great chance for us to test our gear and our mental/physical limits before actually having a 

mission in that kind of weather.  We met at the Compound, were briefed by Brad and Gregg, then 25 of 

us carpooled up past Mores Creek.  Once there, Brad and Gregg quickly set up five stations.  Everyone 

donned their winter gear, snowshoes, probes and beacons, then we split into teams to run through each 

station. 

 

At the beacon check station, we practiced getting a lock on each other’s beacons and making sure they 

were all compatible.  We also tested the range and impressively locked on to beacons at roughly 50-60 

meters.  I cannot say enough about the importance of wearing a beacon in back-country travel; these 

pieces of equipment make a tremendous difference 

in the speed and accuracy of locating someone 

buried by a slide. 

 

In the probe station, Mike generously left much to 

be desired in his “beacon pinpointing,” to give us 

plenty of probe practice.  If you’ve never used a 

probe before, it is incredible how different a strike 

feels compared to missing your target.  Once you 

hit your victim, you know it! 
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If you’re not afraid of a little manual labor, 

you would’ve loved the shoveling station.  

Honing in on proper conveyer belt 

technique is key when digging out a victim, 

in order to get to the victim’s airway as 

quickly as possible and provide a solid 

platform on which to perform any 

necessary medical aid.  Working as a well-

oiled team here really makes the process 

much more efficient, being able to rotate in 

a fresher snow-mover as soon as the front 

person starts slowing. 

 

The beacon search station was laid out in a 

fairly flat area, giving us a good idea of how the flux lines on the beacon flow and being able to 

move in on the beacon without struggling too much with the terrain.  The training setup was 

very impressive, with five beacons buried and controlled via remote by Ron, who could turn on 

a couple of different ones at a time to get crews rotating through quickly.  It really helped to 

stay moving so no one got too chilly. 

 

The companion rescue station was where we put to work all the things we had just practiced.  

Gregg and Brad certainly did not hold back on this, and buried those beacons in some great 

spots on the sides of cliffs!  OK, it wasn’t really a cliff but it was definitely a hike in that 

powder to get up to them.  As a small team, we were given the boundaries of the slide and told 

to pull out our beacons…and the clock started.  We had a team leader down at the bottom of 

the slope, watching us and calling out orders as we took off up-slope following our beacons 

while communicating with each other and the leader.  He helped direct us where we needed to 

go, letting whoever looked to be zeroing in on the buried victim take the lead, get to the spot 

and pinpoint the spot where they believed the victim was, while the team leader called out to 

the other search members to pull probes and shovels to be ready when the spot was nailed 

down.  Once we had our spot, the prober would jump in and start probing; as that was 

happening, the “pinpointer” was getting out the shovel and preparing to get to that victim.  Two 

rounds of this and we were smoked.  Hats off to Gregg and Brad for really challenging us on 

those companion rescues.  They were great! 

 

Luckily, we had a nice little break before going into the Organized Rescue, giving us time to 

switch out some wet gear and grab some fuel (or a nap) before getting back to work.  The 

organized rescue was split into hasty team and main team; we were briefed at the trucks, then 

sent out to the slide.  The hasty team hustled out around the hill to the site, where we were met 

by the hysterical and traumatized non-buried “member of the group.”  We were informed that 

there were five missing, some wearing beacons, others not.  Jamie, our hasty team lead, took 

on the job of speaking to and calming the “member of the missing party”; she sent the rest of 

the team to start a beacon search.  We quickly located three of the missing party that were 

wearing beacons. 
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The main team arrived to assist and within another ten minutes found a fourth member with a glove 

sticking out of the slide.  Brandon Mart took over as site leader, organizing the team to comb for more 

clues and probe near the already-marked clues.  After some time, unable to locate anyone else, it was 

time to work a probe line.  We all gathered at the bottom of the slide and worked our probe line up the 

hill.  This is quite a process and I can only imagine what it would be like to work our way through an 

actual slide, knowing that by then it is pretty much solely a recovery.  We eventually located the 

remaining “victim,” debriefed and made the trek back to our snow-covered vehicles.  Great job by the 

leaders, getting us on those victims quickly! 

 

I don’t think I can emphasize enough:  ALWAYS WEAR AVALANCHE BEACONS in the back-

country…and know how to use them!  Thank you so much to Brad and Gregg for organizing a great 

training session and to all the others who helped with the training! 

 

IMSARU members participating included Chris Brookman, Aaron Burdin, Joel Fahrner, Joe Florko, 

Kevin Gaskell, Melissa Gaskell, Taylor Grisham, Steve Hankins, Dan Herring, Stephanie Jenkins, Linda 

Kearney, Amanda Leader, Becky Louber, Brandon Mart, Ted Marx, Dodi Newbill, Jamie Simpson, Jen 

Skeldon, Brandon Swanson, James Vandermaas and Jimmie Yorgensen.  Ron Christensen, John 

Ferguson, Mike Johnson and Alisa Rettschlag were proctors; Brad Acker and Gregg Rettschlag were the 

instructors. 

 

 

 

 

THANK YOU!  THANK YOU!  THANK YOU! 
 

We greatly appreciate cash donations from the following: 

 

Mr. Tom Imm       Mr. Richard Incelli in honor of Angela Incelli     Ms. Janet Boss     

Mr. John Bartlett Ron & Krystyna Fry in honor of Delinda and Francisco Castellon 

 

 

 

 

WHAT DID WE DO IN 2015? 
 

     Number   Number of IMSARU 

Activity    of Events   Person-Hours Donated 

 

Mission Calls    30     2,969 

 

Training Sessions   171     5,694 

 

Public Education   31         353 

 

If you are really fascinated by statistics, Rod also compiled the records for the past 32 years (1984-

2015):  67,364 Hours  335,309 Miles   2,813 K-9 Hours 

 

We do not keep track of the hours given to the background work of maintaining vehicles, equipment and 

property, fundraising, etc.  And we never charge the people we are called to help. 
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IMSARU STATISTICS FOR 2015 
--COMPILED BY ROD KNOPP, COORDINATOR 

 

There were 22 Field Operations and 8 non-Field.  63 different members responded to one or 

more operations, driving 18,316 miles and donating 2,969 hours of their time and skills.  K-9 

teams worked 92 hours in the field.  The missions involved 39 adult and 12 juvenile subjects in 

11 counties in 2 states.  What kinds of operations?  See list below. 

 

1. Three stranded snowmobiles; one treated by IMSARU team for hypothermia and 

dehydration; extracted by National Guard Blackhawk hoist. 

2. Lost/missing snowmobiler; cancelled before response. 

3. Overdue motorists (same subjects as a year ago); found before team left the Compound. 

4. Evidence search for human remains (15-year-old drowning case). 

5. SPOT report--2 subjects stranded on ATV and UTV.  45-year-old male paraplegic and 59-

year-old male with diabetes and obesity located by SAR team.  Evacuated by Blackhawk. 

6. Overdue hiker; came out before team responded. 

7. Overdue fishermen; came out the next morning.  (Subjects were not in reported area.) 

8. Evidence search; K9 teams and trackers. 

9. Injured snowshoer; evacuated him and his friend. 

10. Hikers, tired and thirsty, requesting evacuation.  Cancelled en route. 

 

11. Family stuck near Lookout; requested evacuation. 

12. Evidence search for adult missing since last October. 

13. Search for missing suicidal subject; walked out as teams were ready to go to the field. 

14. Vehicle rollover, down a ravine; 3 walked up, 1 evacuated by Fire and EMS personnel.  

IMSARU cancelled before response. 

15. Missing 8-year-old; requested K9 teams.  Child found as team arrived. 

16. Four people stranded/stuck; have special needs child.  Rescued by IMSARU team. 

17. Fatal climbing fall and technical recovery.  28-year-old female, head injury, unconscious 

and hanging in her harness; deceased before IMSARU team arrived.  Team evacuated subject 

to pickup spot; hoisted out by helicopter. 

18. Evidence search; HRD locating remains of infant. 

19. Stranded motorist; located by passerby; cancelled prior to response. 

20. Medical evacuation; team assisted getting patient to Air Medical. 

 

21. Missing motorist search in remote area; body found by fixed-wing as team entered field. 

22. Lost hunter; found by passerby as teams were following subject’s tracks. 

23. Overdue off-road motorcycle rider. 

24. Missing hiker/ridge-runner. 

25. Overdue motorcycle riders; walked out north side as teams started in south side. 

26. Injured hiker needs evacuation; Boise Fire and Ada Paramedics on scene when team 

arrived. 

27. Request for trailing K9 team; subject found just before team responded. 

28. Request for cadaver K9’s; evidence search. 

29. Stuck; did not want SAR to respond. 

30. Injured hunter; fell from horse.  Helicopter made rescue as team arrived in area. 
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Editor’s Note:  It seems safe to assume that most mountain bikers consider their season limited by Idaho’s 

weather.  Not the IMSARU team.  When weather closed in, they scheduled a series of hikes to stay in 

shape and maintain the team spirit, and when the snow deepened…. 

 

 

FAT BIKING – JANUARY 9, 2016 
--AMANDA LEADER 

 

We started bright and early at 8:00 a.m. at the Compound to begin our journey to Valley County and 

embark on a new adventure—fat biking!  At Jug Mountain Ranch, we visited the Nordic center, picked up 

a map and the rented bikes, and headed to the parking area.  Taylor, Becky and Amanda took our chances 

on fat bikes and Alisa set out on skis.  We departed from the parking lot at 11 a.m. with no particular 

direction in mind, something that later proved to be a challenge while trying to orient ourselves on the 

trail. 

 

As with all Idaho biking experiences, every trail has to start with a hill…a large hill.  It quickly became 

apparent that riding a fat bike on a groomed trail is a lot like riding a normal bike in sand (and those of 

you on the bike team know how I feel about sand!)  Sand sure takes a lot of work and you do not have 

much control, especially riding uphill.  I became warm and stopped to shed a layer of clothing, and heard 

Taylor laughing behind me as I stepped down from my left pedal and post-holed into the snow.  There I 

was, my left leg thigh-deep in snow but my right foot still on the pedal and my hands still gripping the 

handlebars.  “Well, this is awkward,” I said to myself (not the last time I would say it that day).  Another 

thing we all learned is that while it is normally helpful to lean forward while biking uphill, leaning 

forward on a fat bike causes the back tire to lose traction and spin out, resulting in going nowhere fast. 

 

The most impressive person that day was definitely Alisa on her skis.  I kept telling myself I would just 

ride ahead then take a break to catch my breath and “wait for her,” but every time we stopped, there she 

was right behind us.  We eventually made it up to the reservoir and took a moment for a group photo.  

Realizing that we were close to the time to turn in our rental gear, we started our descent…which was 

mostly terrifying (at least for me).  The cold cloudy morning had turned into a sunny blue-sky day, which 

meant the temperature rose and changed the crisp snow into soft mush.  Let’s just say riding downhill 

around corners resembled a sprint car drifting around a corner on a dirt track.  Our downhill adventure 

landed us far below the parking lot, so we had yet another uphill climb to finish.  Fortunately, Becky’s 

golden retriever puppy was waiting to 

greet us when we returned.  At the end of  

the day we all agreed we were glad to 

have given fat bikes a try, but none of us 

planned to purchase one in the near 

future. 

 

Participants were Taylor Grisham, 

Amanda Leader, Becky Louber and Alisa 

Rettschlag. 
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ULLR FESTIVAL AT BOGUS BASIN – JANUARY 23, 2016 
--DELINDA CASTELLON 

 

This festival originated in Norway to honor the mythical god ULLR, the winter god who loved the cold 

and delighted in skiing or skating.  At Bogus Basin Ski Area it is a fun-filled event for families, and 

IMSARU was invited to set up a booth.  We met at the Compound at 7:30 a.m. to head up the hill.  Greg 

brought some older skis to display in honor of the two wooden planks that were utilized as skis back in 

the days of ULLR; they were a topic of conversation for those who stopped by our booth. 

 

Promptly at 10 a.m., the ULLR King and Queen of the festival were crowned.  There were several games 

for various ages on the slopes, and we had the opportunity to test our winter gear layering system as the 

snow fell throughout the festival.  All of our unit members were layered well and kept warm, 

appreciating the free hot chocolate and coffee provided by Moxie Java. 

 

There was a strong crowd presence, with most people there mainly to ski and snowboard, and we had the 

opportunity to interact with participants and provide information about who we are and what we do.  

Greg went out skiing for a bit and was able to assist 

with coordinating the Ski Patrol’s search for a 

missing teenager.  (IMSARU was not part of the 

search but Greg helped get it started.) 

 

Closing ceremonies were at 2 p.m. but there were so 

many raffle items that we were there until 3.  It’s 

fortunate that we stuck around, as Alisa won one of 

the raffle items.  After take-down, the Ski Patrol 

graciously hosted a thank-you party in the Simplot 

building and fed us some yummy snacks.  We thank 

the Bogus Basin Ski Patrol for giving us the 

opportunity to participate.  IMSARU members at our 

booth were Delinda Castellon, Joel Fahrner, Becky 

Louber, Alisa Rettschlag, Michael Rowe, Ken 

Swickard and Greg Weber. 

 

 

 

TRACKER TRAINING – DECEMBER 14, 2015 
--CHARLOTTE GUNN 

 

‘Twas a cold, dark, windy night and we were very happy that Dan Scovel had access to a huge warehouse 

in which to train.  He and “Deputy” Dan Herring offered the scenario that someone had robbed the safe 

in the president’s office and taken money, including “special coins.”  Our task was to evaluate the scene 

and follow any tracks that led away from it.  As senior tracker, Kris became the TOC (Tracking 

Operations Coordinator) and the rest of us were divided into teams of two or three. 

 

We were told that the president is a neatnik, but the “office” scene included overturned furniture and 

papers scattered across the floor in the vicinity of the “safe.”  A few of these papers conveniently bore 

partial footprints, and we also looked at the footwear of the “president” and  
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“deputy” since they had been on scene.  We found two lines of sign exiting into the huge 

warehouse beyond the office and moving along opposite walls, and occasional foil-wrapped 

chocolate coins which we assumed were evidence and therefore did not immediately consume. 

 

This was not our first warehouse tracking scenario but it was probably the most difficult.  Not only 

did it lack the layer of dust on the floor except for “the president’s office,” but it covered three 

distinct surfaces—tile, smooth cement, and rough cement.  On the smooth cement, the evidence 

was pretty much limited to scuff marks, and it was even harder to see on the rough.  All teams got 

an excellent opportunity to try out various flashlights and determine what worked best for them on 

each surface.  (Those of us with previous experience already knew that overhead lights were not the 

answer.) 

 

Trackers attending included Aaron Burdin, Charlotte Gunn, Siw Lea, Tom Rand, Alisa Rettschlag, 

Mike Rowe, Kris Scovel, Ken Swickard, Vicki Swickard, Scott Walls and Jimmie Yorgensen.  

Trainers were Dan Herring and Dan Scovel, and we thank them for a well-planned and challenging 

exercise. 

 

 

 

WILDERNESS SAFETY EDUCATION FOR THE IDAHO STATE MILITIA 

DECEMBER 1, 2015 
--KEN SWICKARD 

 

The Militia met in the Meridian Veterans Memorial Hall.  We started the discussion with a quick 

history of IMSARU and a description of our specialty teams, and handed out brochures to the 41 

members on hand. 

 

We first gave the steps that they should take when planning either an individual or family/group 

outing into the mountains/wilderness.  We stressed how important it is to properly document the 

intended destination and return time, and to make sure a responsible adult has that information so 

they can contact the proper authorities in a timely manner if you do not return as expected. 

 

The second part described what to do if one becomes lost or injured in the backcountry, stressing 

the need to stay in place and find proper shelter if possible.  We explained that taking charge of the 

situation and making proper decisions could be the difference between successful rescue and a 

recovery. 

 

I had emptied my 48-hour winter pack on a table before the meeting started and as we introduced 

and discussed the Ten Essentials, we showed the items that we carry with us into the field.  After 

the presentation, the audience was able to look over our equipment and ask questions. 

 

We gave out the “Cotton Kills” brochure with an explanation of how water and cotton interact.  

Many said they had heard that cotton is not good in wet or winter conditions but did not understand 

why.  We concluded with a very active question-and-answer period. 

 

IMSARU presenters were Vicki Swickard and Ken Swickard. 
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SAFETY ED CLASS AT THE MERIDIAN ASSEMBLY OF GOD CHURCH 

JANUARY 13, 2016 
--KEN SWICKARD 

 

The combined youth groups entailed an audience aged 4 to 17, so we had to combine all our age-

specific programs into one workable presentation.  With 66 youth and 14 adult leaders in attendance, we 

started with our standard introduction of who we are and why we were there.  The youngest (age 4) 

asked if we were going to save them from being eaten by bears. 

 

We presented the Hug-A-Tree video and discussed what “Johnny” had done correctly and what he had 

done incorrectly while he was lost.  The younger children really liked the demonstrations of using a 

whistle and a signaling mirror.  After Vicki presented the “Rules of 3” and plastic bag survival 

demonstration, the children under 8 years old went back to their classrooms with their adult leaders, to 

discuss what they had learned.  These students also received Hug-A-Tree coloring books. 

 

Ken and Vicki presented the 10 essentials to the rest of the group, showed the items from a 48-hours 

pack, and explained how each 

worked to help assure a person’s 

survival should they get lost or 

injured while in the wilderness.  

Most in the audience were amazed that 

bivy bags were made of heat-

reflective survival material.  Ken 

presented a brief outline on the 

subject “Cotton kills.” 

 

During various portions of the 

presentation, the instructors handed out 

IMSARU brochures, Wilderness 

Safety sheets, and the “Cotton 

Kills” handout, as reading material to 

take home.  After the presentation, most of those present gathered around to ask questions about the 

contents of our packs and take closer looks at our pack items. 

 

IMSARU members in attendance were Jim Dennis, Ken Swickard and Vicki Swickard. 

 

EDITOR’S NOTE - APOLOGY 
 

There were major formatting errors in the November-December 2015 newsletter, and I don’t know 

whether they were related to my having updated to Windows 10, to computer gremlins, or to ????  

When I printed a copy on my home computer, it looked fine.  When it came from the powerful printer, it 

did not look fine…but I did not see that until after 620 copies had been printed.  Please forgive, and let’s 

all hope I have it figured out for this issue. 

 

This apology also extends to Brad Acker, re-elected Facilities Director for 2016.  His name was cut off 

the list of officers by the same gremlins.   —Charlotte Gunn 
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“WHEN IT RAINS IT POURS.”  WHEN IT SNOWS… 
CHARLOTTE GUNN 

 

After a very busy fall season, winter started off with weeks of no mission calls.  Members were 

ready to go out and use their skills to help people, but nobody seemed to need that help.  

Finally, on Saturday morning, January 9, Ada County called us to help track down the reported 

“person acting strangely” in the Aldape Summit area.  Twenty-one members (plus two in-town 

personnel) reported to the Compound with packs and enthusiasm.  Ada County officers located 

the person in question and the mission was cancelled before our crew left the Compound. 

 

However, in the meantime Boise County had asked us to help search for a missing 16-year-old 

in the Idaho City area.  Change in county?  No problem!  The crew was ready to go, but the 

youth was located very shortly after the call and that mission was also cancelled.  Darn!  Put 

away the unit vehicles and equipment, and go home. 

 

The next call was at about 17:45 on Sunday, January 10:  A couple were skiing up to Pilot 

Peak.  When the wife said she was too tired to go all the way up, the husband told her to wait at 

that point while he skied on up and back down to her, for the two of them to ski on out 

together.  When he got back to where they had separated, she was not there nor was she back at 

the parking lot.  Sunday evening is a lot less convenient than Saturday morning for people who 

work Monday through Friday, but seven of the same members plus another four left the 

Compound and drove up to the Mores Creek Summit parking lot…arriving just as the wife 

skied in.  Oh well! 

 

 

  

 

The Mountain Bike 

Team goes “Fat Biking” 
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